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Throughout the 1990s predictions of Korean reunification were rife. Since then, enthusiasm for such predictions have faded and, although the underlying assumption of reunification remains, forecasts of when and how this will occur have been more subdued. Reunification poses two distinct yet interdependent conundrums: reunification itself, which is the immediate challenge; and the strategic landscape that emerges from reunification which has the potential to fundamentally transform strategic relationships in Northeast Asia. Within this context, this paper examines the prospects from Korean reunification. Initially it will establish the framework from which such prospects will emerge: the nature of the North Korean regime, the cost of reunification and likely reunification scenarios. From this framework, a raft of challenges and opportunities present themselves to the stakeholders in the region and South Korea, China, the United States and, to a lesser extent Japan and Russia will be examined to determine prospects from Korean reunification. The paper will suggest that China, at the expense of the US, has positioned itself to profoundly influence the nature of reunification, the ‘tilt’ of a unified Korea and, with it, the future Northeast Asian strategic environment.
PROSPECTS FROM KOREAN REUNIFICATION

Throughout most of the twentieth century the Korean people have yearned for the establishment of an independent and unified Korea. Before World War Two this was denied to them by Japan's annexation of the Korean Peninsula in 1910. With the defeat of Japan in 1945, hopes of a unified independent Korea were again raised but soon dashed by the partitioning. Ostensibly a temporary division to expedite the surrender of Japanese forces, as wartime cooperation between occupying powers quickly developed into post war competition, the division of Korea became permanent and reunification hopes faded. Throughout the subsequent Korean War both sides attempted to achieve reunification by force without decisive result and, although after 1953 reunification nominally remained on the agenda of both Koreas, in the increasingly tense environment of the Cold War, the issue received little more than token attention.

The Korean desire for reunification is based on a long and proud history of unity that saw Korea develop into a culturally and ethnically homogenous country with a deep sense of national unity. This, combined with significant Chinese influence, has resulted in a Korean people with a strong adherence to the ties of family, culture and history. Because of this background, and despite decades of tension and animosity between North and South, Koreans harbor a powerful desire for reunification. To most Koreans, the current division of the peninsula is a temporary aberration that, with time, will be resolved.

Attempts during the Cold War to overcome hostilities and obtain some degree of reconciliation as a first step toward reunification were not successful. In 1972 both Pyongyang and Seoul philosophically agreed that reunification would occur peacefully
without foreign interference. Divergent views on how this was to be achieved stalled further progress. In 1984 similar attempts were again made but failed amid the mutual distrust and acrimony characteristic of ROK – DPRK relations throughout the Cold War. However, in the wake of German reunification, the death of Kim Il Sung in 1994 and the Korean Peninsula summit of 2000 there were a raft of predictions by scholars, commentators and officials of not if but when reunification would occur.¹ Most of these assessments assumed that reunification would be achieved by the absorption of North Korea by the South. Many went further and predicted when reunification would occur: in 1996 the then director of the US Central Intelligence Agency predicted collapse within three years; ² earlier that year the US Commander in Korea forecasted collapse within “a very short period”³ while in 1992, one academic predicted reunification “certainly by 2000; probably 1995; possibly much sooner.”⁴ Interestingly, China did not share such expectations of North Korean collapse.⁵

Over the past few years enthusiasm for such predictions have faded and, although the underlying assumption of eventful reunification remains, forecasts of when this will occur have been fewer and more subdued than the confident predictions of the 1990s. Eventual reunification poses two distinct yet interdependent conundrums: reunification itself, which represents the most immediate challenge; and the strategic landscape that emerges from reunification, in which the prospect of a unified Korea has the potential to fundamentally transform strategic relationships in Northeast Asia.

Within this context, this paper will examine the prospects from Korean reunification. Initially the paper will establish the essential framework from which the prospects from reunification will emerge: the nature of the North Korean regime, the
cost of reunification and the likely scenarios which may deliver reunification. From these scenarios, a raft of challenges and opportunities present themselves to the stakeholders in the region and South Korea, China, the United States and, to a lesser extent Japan and Russia will be examined to determine likely prospects that may emerge from reunification. The paper will suggest that China, at the expense of the United States, has maneuvered itself into a position to profoundly influence the nature of Korean reunification and the ‘tilt’ of the post-unified Korea and, with it, the future Northeast Asian strategic environment.

**North Korea: System Defending Survival**

Pyongyang’s resilience, durability and therefore survival confound most observers, primarily because “what we know about ….North Korea is exceeded by what we do not know.”6 Because of this, analysis and subsequent prediction is difficult and almost exclusively assumption based. What we appear to know is that survival of the regime7 has replaced reunification of the peninsula (on North Korean terms) as the primary objective of the DPRK.8 Survival of the state is undertaken within the overarching juche ideology that emphasizes self-determination by placing a premium on independence, self-reliance and self-defense.9 The central tenet of juche is the “military-first” policy that emphasizes the overriding requirement to support military expenditure and investment above all other priorities.10 Such a policy has produced a daunting military capability. North Korea has an active military of 1.17 million with a reserve component of over five million personnel, making it the fifth largest military,11 including what is believed to be third largest inventory of chemical weapons in the world.12
However the cost of rigid adherence to juche and the military first policy have been great and are reflected in the chronic condition of the North Korean economy. Technically a rent seeking system, in which most overseas earnings are realized through illegal activities, the North Korean economy has been described “as the world’s largest contingent liability.” The prognosis for the consistently contracting economy is poor unless significant systemic reform is undertaken. Yet such a change is highly unlikely as the degree of reform required runs counter to the central philosophy of juche and military first. Because of this North Korea only undertakes reform, usually minor and peripheral in nature, when it is absolutely essential, a strategy described as system–defending reform.

It is within this context of system defending reform that the North Korean brinkmanship over their nuclear program can be examined. As North Korea has become increasingly isolated it has attempted to compensate for this loss, and widen its strategic options, through its ballistic missile, biological and nuclear weapon programs. Pyongyang’s motivation for pursuing such programs is twofold: to ensure state survival and to use them, as we have seen with the DPRK nuclear program, as a bargaining chip to further underwrite state survival by gaining concessions from the west. The recent series of six party talks provided a good example of these overall policies at work: the talks have promised Pyongyang with a raft of much needed resources to prop up the economy (and therefore prolong the regime). In return North Korea has promised to curtail their nuclear program. However, given Pyongyang’s track record, not even the most optimistic observer would expect North Korea to fully comply with any agreement that neuters their strategic trump card. Most believe that Pyongyang will continue their
program as part of their overall policy of what has been labeled strategic deception and continue to push to find the limits of brinkmanship on this issue. North Korean official announcements tend to reinforce this belief: Pyongyang’s main theme for 2007 was building an “Economically strong Socialist Country based on Nuclear Deterrence.”

The Enormous Cost of Reunification

The enthusiasm and motivation for Korean reunification, fuelled by what appeared to be a quick and efficient German reunification, have been significantly dampened by the realization of the enormous cost of Korean reunification. Although comparisons with the German experience were understandable, in hindsight the two situations have far less in common than first thought. Despite these differences, a few lessons from the German experience, especially in relation to monetary union, property rights and privatization of industries, will be relevant to the Korean situation.

Estimates of the cost of the reunification vary widely and normally lie in the range of $25 billion to $3.5 trillion and usually concentrate on financial costs only. Such a wide range is primarily due to a combination of three factors: different starting assumptions over North Korea’s real situation; what is factored into each costing (e.g. education, environmental repair); and finally, the reunification end state envisaged and when (e.g. common education standard between north and south within thirty years of reunification). One recent study aims to determine the cost of doubling of the North Korean GDP within four years of reunification (this is assessed as the minimum level of economic improvement required to limit mass migration to the south). Based on this criterion, reunification will cost between $50 billion to $67 billion. However, and of
critical importance, this study does not factor in the cost of humanitarian, educational, cultural and social programs, that will be an essential part of the reunification process.\textsuperscript{27} Regardless of the estimates, there is no doubt that the cost of reunification will be huge and despite Korea’s palpable distrust of foreign investors, Seoul will be unable to absorb the economic cost of reunification itself and will have to source up to two-thirds of the capital required from overseas sources, primarily through a combination of international private and public funds.\textsuperscript{28} Who provides this money to Seoul is likely to wield considerable influence in both reunification itself and the post-reunification environment.

**Reunification Scenarios**

Despite the perils of prediction in relation to this issue, the scenarios of how reunification is likely to be achieved needs requires examination as the manner of reunification will provide the basis for a unified Korea with a commensurate effect on the regional strategic landscape. Possible scenarios for the how of reunification can be grouped into four areas: gradual change, an indefinite status quo, system collapse, and war.

**Gradual.** The gradual approach to reunification is a “multistage process in which economic and political union will be gradually achieved through negotiations between North and South Korea.”\textsuperscript{29} There are various theories on how gradual reunification will take place. Most are underpinned by the requirement for Pyongyang to implement a level of reform necessary to allow the DPRK to adopt Chinese style free market laws\textsuperscript{30} in an effort to arrest its contracting economy. At the same time, “no attempt should be made to democratize the North Korean government. In fact…a Chinese model of
economic development requires an authoritarian central government to impose economic reforms from above."\textsuperscript{31} Such reforms need to be paralleled by a gradual increase in economic cooperation between North and South while military confidence building measures would need to be put in place to reduce both the cost and size of respective force structures. These measures may then allow the relationship to progress through a commonwealth-type arrangement that would eventually lead to complete federation.\textsuperscript{32}

Despite the appeal of this scenario it relies on a series of "assumptions of expectations that seem highly optimistic,"\textsuperscript{33} not the least of which is the requirement for fundamental political and economic reform in North Korea. There is no evidence to suggest Kim Jong-il is capable or inclined to carry out such sweeping reform, and even if he did, no guarantee of success.\textsuperscript{34} However, the point is moot: the degree of reform necessary would require the end of juche and the military first policy, a price that North Korea is unwilling to pay for an outcome that would spell the end of the regime. Therefore, as one study has suggested this scenario "would probably ensue under the most favorable and perhaps less plausible circumstances".\textsuperscript{35}

**Status Quo.** This scenario sees North Korea muddling through indefinitely\textsuperscript{36} and only implementing minimal changes that are absolutely necessary for state survival (system-defending reform). Economically this would see a continuation of the rent-seeking system while diplomatically a combination of solid negotiating skills and non-abandonment of its nuclear, biological and ballistic missile programs (under the military first policy) will allow North Korea to continue to pursue its proven policy of brinkmanship in order to win concessions from the west that can then be (re) invested
into survival of the state. Pyongyang’s history of resilience suggests this scenario is likely and rational.³⁷ As the cost of reform inherent to the gradualist scenario is too high, Kim Jong-il and the North Korea elite have little choice, if they wish to survive, than to carry on as they have been – implementing the minimal amount of reform necessary to ensure state survival. Although the phrase “muddle through” is often used in this scenario, the implication of “muddled” as jumbled, tangled and generally disorganized, may not be appropriate. For nearly twenty years North Korea has defied predictions of collapse and survived - perhaps there is more coherence to the North Korean strategy than Pyongyang is credited for. As Nicholas Eberstadt notes, contrary to the conventional wisdom of the DPRK as an “unremittingly hostile negotiating partner”, the reality may be that all that is necessary to get to yes with the DPRK is “to concede every important point demanded by the North Korean side while sacrificing vital interests of one’s own.”³⁸ Regardless, the probability remains that for the foreseeable future this is the scenario that will be played out on the Korean Peninsula.³⁹

 Collapse. Should North Korea’s muddling through approach break down, the DPRK could face failure, collapse and, for most observers, absorption by the South. Within this third scenario, Pyongyang’s adherence to juche and military-first would mean it would be unable to make the necessary adjustments for survival. In turn, with the economy failing and a likely humanitarian crisis looming, economic breakdown would lead to political instability and then to state collapse. There are a number of variations of two themes within this scenario; the North Korean army takes over and assumes effective control of the state, or a collapse within which no party gains control that results in some form of internal conflict.⁴⁰ It is impossible to predict which variation could
occur but they share common characteristics: a collapse could occur with little or no notice; a range of factors may trigger the collapse; some form of external intervention may be required, especially in the event of a humanitarian disaster or internal conflict; and, immediate measures would have to be taken to ensure the security of North Korean WMDs. In this scenario, most attention and discussion focuses revolves around such aspects of the collapse while little attention is paid to the subsequent absorption of the North into the South: Samuel S. Kim suggests that the absorption argument is fatally flawed and is “marred by freewheeling conceptualization, right-leaning bias and inattention to the many obstacles and barriers to peaceful Korean unification.”

War. The final and most ominous reunification scenario is one of war that leads to the military defeat of the DPRK. North Korean initiated war is the worst case of all these scenarios and, although the likelihood is remote, given the capabilities of the North Korean military, the possibility of a precipitative event (including an accidental one) triggering war cannot be ruled out. Although North Korea is unlikely to prevail in a conventional campaign against the South there is the possibility that Kim Jong-il could initiate war out of desperation (the so-called cornered rat syndrome) or, related to this, facing irreversible economic decline but still possessing a strong military, may resort to preventative war to gain a negotiating position favorable to Pyongyang. Given that North Korea is unlikely to get to such a position against a prepared enemy, the optimal time for North Korea to attack is during a period of low tension, ideally when the US is preoccupied elsewhere. Assuming that Kim Jong-il is more interested in state survival than state suicide, this option is remote. However, considering the stakes, it cannot be discounted.
Despite the perils of predictions and the almost unlimited combinations of the scenarios presented, some conclusions can be drawn to guide stakeholder approaches to reunification and beyond. First, despite the optimism of the 1990s, none of the scenarios discussed envision early reunification and it seems that for the foreseeable future the status quo on the Korean Peninsula will remain. Second, the likelihood of the gradual scenario in which the two Koreas reunite in a soft landing appears, as it is predicated on fundamental reform by North Korea, to be highly unlikely. Consequently all scenarios suggest to one extent or another that reunification is not going to be soft and in the case of system collapse or war, potentially devastating for the Korean Peninsula. Next, with status quo likely to be in effect for the foreseeable future this provides all interested parties time to prepare to comprehensively reduce the impact of a reunification hard landing and subsequent absorption by the South. Fourth, bearing in mind the cost of reunification, the longer North Korea survives the more anachronistic it will become, the greater the disparity between north and south and the higher the eventual cost of reunification. Finally, despite the time available from the status quo option, the worst case wildcards of unexpected collapse and/or war cannot be discounted and must be planned for. Given these scenarios, a raft of prospects, opportunities and challenges present themselves to stakeholders in the region. The next part of this discussion will examine how these stakeholders may respond to these challenges.

**South Korea: Unrequited Self Determination**

Consistent predictions of North Korean collapse and absorption by the Republic of Korea that stoked much of the fervor for reunification amongst South Koreans
throughout the 1990s has been replaced with a less idealistic and more pragmatic approach. Seoul accepts that, barring wildcards, reunification will not be achieved in the short term: in the words of President Roh Moo-hyun, “the possibility of a sudden collapse of North Korea is remote, and the South Korean government has no intention to encourage it.”⁴⁷ The reasons for this more pragmatic approach by Seoul are many but are primarily dominated by the enormous and potentially crippling cost that reunification will impose on South Korea, especially if reunification is achieved through a hard landing scenario. Regardless of which scenario delivers a unified peninsula, the economic impact on Seoul will directly affect, and almost certainly detract, on the South Korean standard of living.

The government approach to this issue is also reflected in public opinion, a recent poll showing that although 67% of South Koreans believe the peninsula should be unified, 56% believe that South Korea will lose more than it will gain from the process.⁴⁸ To Seoul the worst case scenario for reunification is war and although the likelihood of this is remote, it cannot be discounted. The best case scenario, and the only one likely to afford some degree of self-determination in the process, is preservation of the status quo including, as President Roh inferred, the avoidance of policies that may provoke a North Korean collapse. Although at different ends along the continuum of reunification scenarios, an important deduction from both scenarios is the overwhelming requirement to conduct planning. Although such planning is underway there is a need for such work to be transparent. The advantages of such transparency are threefold: it may reduce suspicion in North Korea and facilitate further rapprochement with Pyongyang; thorough planning may start to develop the financial fidelity that will be required by institutions
that may have a future role in helping to fund reunification (for example the Asian Development Bank); and, finally, start to provide a solid basis to commence the scoping of commitments to fund the reconstruction of a unified Korea.

Security and economic related issues will be the two most pressing problems that Korea will have to address post-reunification. How Seoul responds to these challenges will set the long term course for not only Korea but also for the wider strategic landscape. In general terms Seoul will be faced with three post-reunification security options: neutrality, autonomy or alliance. A permanently neutral Korea, in which Seoul binds itself to neutral behavior at all times, is suggested by some as a solution to a post-unified Korea’s security needs. However, such an approach has a range of disadvantages and is more suited to minor states and as such is inappropriate to the post-reunification environment (due to Korea’s middle power status and the associated interests of the great powers in the region). In some ways a neutral Korea could undermine regional security as “any move made by a neutral Korea could be perceived as favoring one or more of the great powers.”

Autonomy provides a somewhat more realistic option than neutrality. In a unified Korea, where justification for the retention of US troops on its soil would be no longer valid, Seoul may seek to seek to realize the long held desire for self determination and strategic independence. Within this option Korea could follow some type of dual hedging approach where it attempts to maintain equally favorable relations with China and the US and, in doing so, play each off against the other. The danger to this option is that it may awaken an unpalatable form of Korean Nationalism, especially if Seoul is equipped
with ex North Korean ballistic missile, biological or even nuclear capabilities, that may in itself pose a threat and undermine regional security.

Alliance is the most likely security option for a unified Korea. But with whom? To a considerable extent, which alliance option Korea picks will depend on which scenario eventually delivers reunification and the role of China and the United States in that process. Should Korea choose to ally with the US, the basis of the alliance will have to change to reflect the new post-reunification environment. Should that occur, the fundamentals of the strategic landscape in the region will remain essentially unchanged. However, if Korea tilts to Beijing, the fundamentals will irrevocably change. An additional factor to complicate this strategic milieu will be the composition and capabilities of the unified Korean military. From almost all perspectives, “a unified Korea with a declared nuclear capability would lead to a serious deterioration in regional stability, greatly fuelling latent strategic rivalries”.  

A further factor in determining which alliance Seoul may pursue will be the attitude and perceptions of the unified Korean government and public toward China and the US. Pan-Korean feelings continue to resurface and grow in South Korea. These feelings rekindle myths of national victimization against Korea, that “the North should no longer be seen as an enemy… but as a brother to be embraced and helped” and are undermined by a pervasive anti-Japanese sentiment. As pan-Korean feelings intensify so does what has been termed anti-Great Power-ism, primarily manifested as anti-Americanism. Increasingly, especially since the shift of the US to the right post 9/11, South Koreans perceive the US not as the guarantor of peace but rather as a greater threat to Korean security than the DPRK. This is especially the case with younger
Koreans who, in the words of a former US Ambassador to Seoul, “shared a lot of qualms…about alleged US unilateralism in the world.” While support for America declines in South Korea, China’s stocks are on the rise with the majority of Koreans seeing Beijing in a more favorable light than the US. The reasons for this proclivity appear threefold: Chinese economic success, increased Chinese political influence, and China’s historical influence on the peninsula.

Informing, facilitating and underpinning the security option pursued by a unified Korea will be economic factors. Post-unification the primary challenge will be to fund and coordinate the reconstruction of North Korea. As previously discussed South Korea is assessed as being capable of providing only one third of the funds necessary to fund reconstruction. Therefore, anything Seoul can do to reduce the strain on its economy needs to be pursued. To not do so will almost certainly have a deleterious effect on the reconstruction process and the standard of living in the South, with accompanying domestic political risk. Consequently, those who significantly contribute to the cost of reunification have a unique opportunity to improve their image and gain increased influence with the people and government of a unified Korea.

Should Korea wish to accept international funding but not wish other countries to directly deliver such projects, Seoul may consider using a third party, perhaps under the auspices of the United Nations (UN) or European Union (EU) to deliver reunification projects. Use of the UN would be theoretically sound, as no major power would receive too much credit however, given the poor track record of the organization; there is some risk to this course of action. The EU, the largest foreign investor in South Korea and its fourth largest trading partner could also assume such a role. However, for
either organization to assume the lead in such an endeavor, early access to detailed, transparent and costed plans are essential to inform preparation, ameliorate risk and attract financing commitments.

Despite the long held Korean desire for self-determination, the security and economic direction of a unified Korea, and the direction Seoul tilts in the future, will be to a large extent based on the actions (or inactions) of China, the United States, and to a lesser extent Japan and Russia, in and beyond reunification, rather than by Korea herself.

**China: Gaining the Upper Hand**

To China, North Korea serves as a strategic buffer against the US/ROK alliance. As such Beijing is committed to the indefinite existence of North Korea and despite outward support for the peace process, has little interest in reunification.\(^67\) Reunification by war would be a worst case outcome for China. The result of such a conflict would most likely be a unified peninsula aligned to the US with the possibility of increased Japanese influence in the region. At the same time Beijing would have to deal with an expected influx of North Korean refugees\(^68\) and the immediate redirection of South Korean investment from China into the reconstruction of the North.\(^69\) No surprise then that China remains committed to indefinite status quo on the peninsula, that reunification is in the (remote) future, and to be achieved as President Jiang Zemin has noted, through “dialogues and negotiations, and (China) will, as always continue to work actively for the maintenance of peace and stability on the Peninsula.”\(^70\) To achieve this Beijing will have to continue to prop up Pyongyang and although the cost of ensuring
the status quo will be significant, it will be far less than the realization of China’s worst case reunification scenario.

Such an approach is reflective of Beijing’s broader policy objectives that seek a multipolar world where it gains prominence and influence, ideally as the power and authority of the United States wanes. Within the Korean region it can be assumed that “an unstated goal of Chinese Diplomacy is to separate South Korea from the US-Japan bloc and draw Seoul closer to China.” To achieve this Beijing is pursuing a two-Korea policy in which it seeks to maintain a balance in its relations with Pyongyang and Seoul. In the case of North Korea, China underwrites retention of the status quo through economic and other aid. In the South political and economic relations have expanded rapidly and successfully: bilateral trade consistently grows at an annual rate of around 20% and China has recently surpassed the US to become Korea’s number one trading partner and the primary destination for outgoing Korean investment. Successfully pursuing such policies facilitates the retention of North Korea as a buffer, solidifies a growing financial interdependency with the South and, in doing so, China presents itself to Seoul as a nascent strategic alternative to the US hegemon. The change in South Korean public opinion, discussed earlier, suggests such a shift may be underway.

If the retention of the status quo on the peninsula suits Beijing for the indefinite future will China ever facilitate or support reunification? Due to the many variables involved, Beijing may have little choice. In the long term Beijing may be faced with the possibility of a nationalistic and unified Korea allied to the US with the unwanted prospect of “another non-compliant power (like Vietnam) on its…flank with a competing
ideological and social system.” To further complicate such an outcome, a unified and emboldened Korea may pursue latent historical territorial claims against China.

If China considers such a scenario unacceptable to its interests, or if the price of underwriting North Korea becomes too much, Beijing may decide to take action to protect its interests and secure its influence on the peninsula. If China decided to unilaterally intervene in North Korea, and was successful in doing so, Beijing would maintain its strategic buffer, control the status quo between the north and south, and be in a position to allow reunification on its terms. In doing so, China would put itself in an extremely strong position to shape the future of not only Korea but also the wider strategic landscape. Triggers for such an intervention could include: “if a teetering North Korea signals a readiness to tilt toward Beijing in exchange for enhanced economic and political support,” to stave off imminent collapse; to prevent a North Korean initiated war; and, to prevent or stop internal North Korean instability that may escalate to wider conflict.

Once the DPRK was under effective control, Beijing would have two broad options: introduce Chinese economic (and other) reforms to preserve North Korea as a permanent strategic buffer; or, work toward eventual reunification in cooperation with Seoul, but on Beijing’s terms. Although by no means likely, the possibility of such an intervention cannot be discounted and with suggestions that “many Chinese analysts argue that North Korea has become more of a liability than an asset to China, and that regime change there would suit China’s interests,” a further deterioration in Pyongyang-Beijing relations may prompt China to consider such an option.
United States: Loosing the Initiative

Given the rising Chinese influence on the peninsula, and the implications of this on regional security, the United States does not appear to have the luxury of adopting a wait and see approach to a unified Korea. Of the reunification scenarios, the preservation of the status quo on the peninsula (with a non-nuclear North Korea) is the Washington’s best option for the foreseeable future. At the other end of the spectrum, a war, initiated by North Korea with little or no notice, is the worst case scenario. Although the US/ROK alliance would prevail, the scale of casualties and the associated humanitarian crisis would be disastrous for all involved.

Despite no short to medium term interest in promoting reunification,\(^2\) in the longer term the US seeks a Korea that is unified, stable and democratic, maintains a free market economy, effectively integrates the North and South, forsakes WMD,\(^3\) and is permanently aligned to Washington. However, at least for the past decade, the policies followed to achieve these objectives have been inconsistent, sometimes contradictory, occasionally threatening, and often sluggish.\(^4\) The momentum gained from the advances made by the Clinton Administration in respect to North Korea were largely lost by the Bush administration as it decided, over a six month period, on what approach to take with North Korea. The outcome was a hard, and in some ways, hostile approach to Pyongyang which was labeled by President Bush as part of the much maligned “axis of evil.”\(^5\) To the disappointment of the South Korean government,\(^6\) this dramatic change in policy dampened hopes for progress with North Korea while to other observers, the treatment of North Korea was seen as US hypocrisy over its (selectively applied) anti-WMD policies.\(^7\)
Of the four reunification scenarios, given current trends, only war will deliver to Washington any real likelihood of a dominant position on the unified peninsula. The other three options, especially should China choose to unilaterally intervene in the North, are far more likely to result in a Korea tilted toward Beijing. Time is also in China’s favor: the further into the future the reunification occurs, the stronger the Chinese position is likely to be, while conversely, the relative strength of the US in the region is likely to decline over time.

Therefore the prognosis for US long term interests on the peninsula (and by extension the region) is not particularly rosy. If events stay true to their current course, a dramatic change to the Northeast Asian strategic landscape is likely with the rise of China, possibly resulting in a “US–led maritime bloc with Japan as a critical partner… balanced against a China-led continental bloc that could include Russia and possibly unified Korea.” If the US wishes to regain the initiative and delay or even reverse such an outcome, Washington must become far more proactive and implement a range of measures to prove to South Korea that the United States is a better long term alliance option than China.

To achieve such an outcome the US must address a range of issues. The first of these is policy, where the overriding concern must be the establishment of a consistent, proactive and long term policy framework within which the US can secure its interests on the peninsula. Such a policy must be underpinned by an overarching long term US policy toward China. However, given the lack of consensus in respect to China in the US, such a policy does not exist. Despite this, consensus needs to be found on the Korean question. One option to establish, or at least to inform, such consensus is the
establishment of a Washington-based think tank to improve the level of knowledge, options and debate within the US over Korean issues. Such an initiative will not produce overnight results but, as sooner or later such issues will have to be considered by future US administrations and congress, the sooner the debate is started the better prepared the US will be to craft a stable and coherent policy approach toward a future Korea.

While consideration of policy options percolates along, an early decision is required to facilitate a better dialogue between all stakeholders in the peninsula. One reason this has not been easy to achieve in the past is the lack of any regional framework within which such dialogue can take place. As the establishment of such an organization will not occur in the short term, the best potential for further discussion is to utilize the six party conference format (that may in time have the potential to provide the basis for a future regional security dialogue). The approach the US should take to such dialogue is one of constructive engagement within which the US is happy to talk to all parties. This would include bilateral talks with Pyongyang with a view to eventually normalizing relations, a move that would not be without detractors or controversy, yet would offer a direct way to increase US influence in North Korea.

Better engagement will also be required toward South Korea, where Washington should strive to improve its image, ideally at the expense of Chinese influence. In the short term this means listening to South Korean concerns and addressing them in a timely and decisive manner. Particular areas that should be resolved are the emotional “rub” points that fuel anti-American feelings. One such area is the tension over the Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA) with Seoul that many South Koreans believe treats
them unfairly. By amending the agreement and paying rent for the bases the US occupies, Washington could start to repair its somewhat tarnished image. On a related issue, Washington could propose an accelerated withdrawal of US troops from the Peninsula (that could be linked to the already agreed decision to transfer the operational control of ROK forces to Seoul in April 2012). Such measures may, although not great in the bigger scheme of things, remove some of the irritants in the US-ROK relationship.

In the longer term the US should be more proactive in discussing with Seoul future adjustments to the US-ROK alliance. A passive approach is unlikely to work, especially if current anti-American feeling and proclivity toward China continue to gain further momentum. In a unified peninsula, without the threat of a belligerent and unpredictable North Korea, the justification for the retention of US troops on the peninsula will be slender. A likely outcome of this may be the withdrawal of the US forces from Korea and the retailoring of the US presence in Japan that would respect Seoul’s sovereignty while still providing nearby forces to act as a spoiler to any Chinese regional aspirations.

A final area within which the US needs to be more proactive, and one of the few opportunities that offers a potential to gain an advantage over China, is for Washington to take the lead in sourcing the funding required to reconstruct a unified Korea. By committing significant funds, and facilitating likewise from other western nations, the US could demonstrate a transparent, long term and enduring commitment to reunification in a manner that China will be unable to match. A critical enabler to such an initiative is detailed planning to enable accurate costings and the US should encourage Seoul to undertake such planning. Despite the attraction (within the US) of delivering such projects directly into North Korea this is likely to be unpalatable to Seoul and some other
stakeholders. Therefore the US and other partners should be prepared to have the projects delivered by Seoul or, as previously discussed, a third party like the UN or EU.

Japan – Between a Rock and a Hard Place

Due to its geography, the stability or otherwise of the Korean Peninsula is essential for Japan’s security. Well within the range of Pyongyang’s ballistic missiles, the reunification by war scenario, that may incorporate some form of direct action against the Japanese mainland, is Tokyo’s worst scenario. Should North Korea mature a nuclear capability, the stakes will be proportionately higher. Therefore the retention of the status quo on the peninsula, with a non-nuclear North, is the preferred outcome sought by Tokyo for the foreseeable future. In the longer term, Japan does not seek Korean unification. However, reunification is likely: Tokyo must accept the likelihood of eventual reunification and the implications of a unified Korea to Japan’s future.

In broad terms, the interests of Washington and Tokyo converge in their approach to Korea’s post-unification options. However the worst case scenario, of a unified Korea closely allied to China, would be further complicated for Japan by a range of factors including: a possible resurgence of Korean nationalism that may find expression in anti-Japanese sentiment; the potential of a WMD capable Korea provoking a regional arms race that Tokyo would feel compelled to enter; and, the unpalatable possibility of tension with Korea over a range of historical disputes.

Rather than face such a daunting specter, Japan “seeks a united Korea that is friendly to Tokyo and Washington, that is economically viable and politically open, and that will allow token US presence to remain.” Yet, and similar in some ways to the United States, Japan’s current policy course in this area is, paradoxically, helping to
push South Korea toward China and perhaps the first steps in realizing Japan’s worst case post-unification fears. Tokyo finds itself in this bind because its “policy options are limited by a variety of historical legacies and complex strategic considerations” which significantly complicate its dealings with both Koreas who in turn are united in a common and pervasive distrust of Japanese motives.

If Tokyo wishes to reduce the likelihood of a China aligned Korea it needs to change course and, in consultation with the US, take a longer term view. Such considerations need to take into account and hedge against, Japan’s long-term (and probably irreversible) demographic decline that will negatively impact the economy and, as time progresses, result in the relative decline of Japanese national power, especially as Korea emerges from reunification.

Foremost, and an essential enabler to subsequent progress, Japan must face up to and reconcile itself with the reality of its history. There are a range of contentious issues to be addressed. Toward the North, Tokyo’s hard line stance on the abduction issue, fuelled by domestic politics, effectively precludes Japan from talking to North Korea or from participating in discussions, for example over the nuclear issue, critical to Japanese security. In the South issues include Japan’s disingenuous text books, the comfort women issue, visits to war shrines by Japanese leaders and the lack of an apology, or even acknowledgement, of Japanese behavior as a colonial power. The deeply held emotions that surface over such issues invoke a downwardly spiraling Catch-22-like situation when Korea (who in 2005 announced a new doctrine requiring an apology and compensations from Japan for wartime atrocities) raises concerns over such issues (often in response to domestic political pressures) that in turn raises a
nationalistic response in Tokyo (also often driven to satisfy domestic agendas) that provokes Seoul, and so on.

If Tokyo actually manages to address its history, it should then set about improving the Korea-Japan relationship through a series of trust building initiatives. Such activities could include a reconfirmation of the defensive nature of the Japanese self defense forces (and in doing so assuage concerns of a re-emergence of a militaristic Japan) and a commitment to generously contribute towards the funding required to rebuild a unified Korea. Such a donation might be couched as a settlement of Korean post-colonial claims against Japan, thought to be in the vicinity of $10 billion.\textsuperscript{106}

The second major shift required from Japan is to scope and pursue a closer alliance with the United States. As previously discussed, should Seoul tilt toward Beijing then Washington will need to restructure, and possibly increase the numbers of troops stationed in Japan. Tokyo should facilitate such a possibility and could even pre-empt reunification and accommodate the US in the short term, thus providing Washington options to withdraw from South Korea. A continuation or even an increase of American troops in Japan could deliver economic benefits to Tokyo in reduced defense spending, the savings from which could be invested into the cost of an increasingly older population. However, before meaningful progress can be made on a closer alliance, rub points of the extant relationship will need to be addressed – no small feat.

Russia: Renewed Relationships

Under the leadership of President Vladimir Putin, Moscow has taken a more active diplomatic approach toward the Korean Peninsula as it seeks to regain some of the influence it lost during the 1990s and to position itself to take advantage of economic
opportunities in the region.\textsuperscript{107} Sharing a common border with North Korea in the Russian Far East, Moscow has no interest in war on the peninsula or Pyongyang’s collapse and therefore supports the status quo. In the longer term, Russia sees reunification as an opportunity to regain its strategic relevance to the region and to reap economic benefits.\textsuperscript{108} To realize such opportunities Moscow is pursuing “a well calibrated two Korea policy”\textsuperscript{109} underpinned by a significantly enhanced economic partnership that has delivered (in the period 2000 – 2004) an annual increase in Russian-DPRK trade of 36\% and Russian-South Korean trade of 23\%.\textsuperscript{110}

From a security perspective, an optimal outcome for Russia from reunification is highly unlikely: a neutral or autonomous Korea in which Moscow could court Seoul at the expense of Beijing and Washington. At the other end of the spectrum Russia’s worst case is familiar: a nationalistic, nuclear equipped Korea closely aligned to China. Therefore, and with some trace of post Cold War irony, Russia favors a unified Korea that keeps the US in and China out of the peninsula and to facilitate this Moscow will probably (with the occasional hiccup) continue to support an American role in the region, including a US forward deployed presence.\textsuperscript{111} Such an outcome would allow Russia to develop two major economic projects – a transnational oil and gas pipeline through North Korea to supply Japan and the South, and a Trans-Korean railroad, connected to the Trans-Siberian rail system that offers the tantalizing prospect of a rail connection between a unified Korea and lucrative European markets.\textsuperscript{112}

Conclusion

The enthusiasm for Korean reunification that was evident throughout the 1990s has faded, primarily due to the resilience of the Pyongyang regime, which appears to
set to survive and muddle through for the foreseeable future, and the realization of the enormous cost of reunification and the impact that it will have on South Korea. Within this context, the how of reunification will set the scene and transform the long term strategic relationships in Northeast Asia for the foreseeable future. None of the scenarios discussed envision early reunification and it seems that for the foreseeable future the status quo on the Korean Peninsula will remain. As such, how the key powers in the region prepare and respond to reunification and beyond will set the future strategic landscape in Northeast Asia.

In view of the huge impact it would have on South Korean society, short-term reunification is not in the interest of the ROK and Seoul has no intention of encouraging it. Comfortable with a medium to long-term status quo on the peninsula, South Korea would appear to have an adequate amount of time to comprehensively plan the enormous reconstruction task that lies ahead when reunification is eventually realized. Such planning needs to be open and should provide the basis for an accurate costing of reunification projects that in turn could serve as the basis for securing international commitment to such projects. From a security perspective, of the options Seoul faces, neutrality or autonomy are impractical and alliance is the likely option that Korea will pursue. To a marked degree, which way Korea tilts will be influenced by which scenario delivers reunification. In the unlikely event of war, the United State-based alliance will probably continue. However, should reunification occur through other scenarios, Seoul will have to make a strategic decision. Such a choice will be primarily influenced by national sentiment and in this area Korean attitudes are changing as renewed pan-
Korean feelings emerge, anti-American sentiment increases and favorable perceptions of China rise.

As such, with the current course of events, China holds, and will do so for the foreseeable future, the initiative to influence events on the Korean Peninsula. By underwriting North Korea, China secures its strategic buffer, allowing a stable environment in which trade and investment with South Korea can flourish while at the same time, at the expense of the United States, Beijing gains kudos and influence amongst South Koreans. However, the wildcard of war, which would most likely result in consolidation of American influence over a unified Korea, is Beijing’s worst scenario. To avoid such an outcome, China will need to continue on its current course and even consider intervening in the DPRK in order to prevent such a war, regime collapse, and, by doing so, will gain a strategic initiative on the peninsula to a degree that the US would be unlikely to be able to counter.

This situation has come about because of Washington’s declining influence on the peninsula, primarily due to its inconsistent policy approach toward Korea and the reunification issue in particular. Conversely, Chinese Korean policy appears successful to the extent that, should events continue on their current course, the US faces a distinct possibility of a unified Korea tilting toward Beijing. To regain the initiative and by doing so, delay or reverse this situation the US must set realistic policies with the long term intent of retaining Seoul as an ally. In the short term this can begin by improving the quality of debate on Korean matters and by resolving some of the rub points that are currently fuelling anti-American sentiment in South Korea. Closely following such action should be open discussions with Seoul on the nature and type of post-unification
alliance with parallel efforts to establish and maintain a constructive dialogue with Pyongyang. Finally, the US should commit significant funding to the post unification rebuild of Korea, and facilitate other like minded nations to do the same. By doing so Washington can demonstrate an enduring commitment to the region in one of the few ways that Beijing cannot.

The current Japanese approach to Korean reunification and beyond is counterproductive to Tokyo’s long-term objectives involving Korea. This can only be resolved through policy change that allows Japan to reconcile with its history and to effectively address Korean concerns in this area. Japan should then embark upon a range of initiatives toward Korea that seeks to build trust between the two countries, including a commitment to finance a substantial amount toward the cost of the post unification rebuild of Korea. However, Japan has to be realistic and hedge its bets should a unified Korea leans toward China: Tokyo needs to actively pursue a closer alliance with the Washington. Such an outcome, although domestically difficult to sell, may help assuage Japanese concerns of the impact of a nationalistic Korea and reduce the burden on an economy that will be increasingly focused on servicing an aging population.

Meanwhile Russia is quietly working away at regaining lost influence on the peninsula in order to ensure its own security and position itself to take advantage of significant economic opportunities that reunification of the peninsula would present. As such Moscow supports the status quo and, should reunification occur, Russia would prefer, as a hedge against China, a unified Korea that tilts toward Washington.
In sum, and cognizant of Nicholas Eberstadt’s caution that attempting to predict the future on the Korean Peninsula is “in the realm of art”\textsuperscript{113} some conclusions can be drawn from this discussion in respect to the prospects from Korean Reunification. In the short term, none of the stakeholders on the peninsula have an appetite for reunification – the sum of the known risks and the unknown variables are simply too high. Therefore, the prospect of short-term reunification is low. Although the wildcard of war cannot be ruled out, it is highly unlikely. Rather North Korea, for the foreseeable future will muddle through and survive. In the longer term, prospects suggest that the US has the most to lose from a unified peninsula, while China has the most to gain, with the possibility emerging that a post-unified Korea may tilt in alliance toward Beijing. Should this occur, the strategic landscape in Northeast Asia will fundamentally change, with a commensurate reduction in US power and influence in the region. Such a possibility has emerged because US policy toward Korea, when compared against Chinese efforts, has been unsuccessful: Chinese influence and support in the ROK has grown considerably at the expense of the US. Should Washington seek to reverse this trend, it must develop and implement a policy approach that acknowledges the changing dynamics on the peninsula, effectively addresses Korean perceptions of the US, facilitates better Korea-Japan relations, and, above all, demonstrates a long-term commitment to a unified Korea. Such a commitment should include a pledge of significant financial support toward the cost of rebuilding a unified Korea – this is one of the few areas where China will be unable to compete with the US. If successful, such policies can demonstrate to the Korean people that the US, rather than China, offers
them the best strategic partnership for a post-unified Korea. However, given current prospects, this will not be easy.
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